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a b s t r a c t

The increasing share of uncertain wind generation has changed traditional operation scheduling of power
systems. The challenges of this additional variability raise the need for an operational flexibility in
providing both energy and reserve. One key solution is an effective incorporation of plug-in electric
vehicles (PEVs) into the power system operation process. To this end, this paper proposes a two-stage
stochastic programming market-clearing model considering the network constraints to achieve the
optimal scheduling of conventional units as well as PEV parking lots (PLs) in providing both energy
and reserve services. Different from existing works, the paper pays more attention to the uncertain
characterization of PLs takes into account the arrival/departure time of PEVs to/from the PL, the initial
state of charge (SOC) of PEVs, and their battery capacity through a set of scenarios in addition to wind
generation scenarios. The results reveal that although the cost saving as a consequence of incorporating
PL to the grid is below 1% of total system cost, however, flexible interactions of PL in the energy and
reserve markets can promote the integration of wind power more than 13.5%.

� 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

1.1. Motivation

The worldwide share of variable renewable energy sources
especially wind power has achieved rapid promotion, so that based
on the international energy agency (IEA) prediction, the annual
wind-generated electricity of the world will reach 1282 TW h by
2020 which shows more than 370% rise in comparison with 2009
[1]. The emergence of such large-scale variable wind generation
in near future presents new challenges for power system operators
in two ways which result in a need for a greater flexibility. Firstly,
wind generation increases the variability and uncertainty of the
supply-side due to its stochastic nature and hence raises the need
for flexibility. Secondly, wind generation displaces part of the con-
ventional generation capacity due to its merit order in dispatch and
consequently decreases the available flexibility of the system [2].

Traditionally, much of the required system flexibility has been
obtained from conventional generation units. However, the
flexibility characteristics of conventional units are restricted with
their technical constraints including ramp rates, minimum stable
outputs, minimum start, stop, up, and down times [3]. On this
basis, the required flexibility will need to come either from con-
ventional supply-side resources or from other flexible alternatives.

The plug-in electric vehicles (PEVs) have received remarkable
attentions from policy makers’ viewpoint and considered as a
key element in future sustainable energy systems due to avoiding
environmental pollutions and low oil dependency [4,5]. Moreover,
PEVs are free from transportation for 96% time on average which
makes it to a viable flexible option from power system operators’
perspective [6]. Nowadays, there are many large-scale parking lots
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Nomenclature

Indices
B index of system buses b ¼ 1; . . . ;NB
I index of generation units i ¼ 1; . . . ;NG
J index of loads j ¼ 1; . . . ;NJ
L index of transmission lines l ¼ 1; . . . ; L
m index of segments of linearized fuel cost of generation

units m ¼ 1; . . . ;NM
n index of PEVs
pl index of parking lots pl ¼ 1; . . . ;NPL
t index of time periods t ¼ 1; . . . ;NT
tarv=depn index of arrival/departure time period of PEV n
wf index of wind farms wf ¼ 1; . . . ;NWF
w index of scenarios w ¼ 1; . . . ;NW

Parameters

CG Eng
i;t;m slope of segments in linearized fuel cost curve

($/MW h)

CG DC
i;t offered capacity cost of down-reserve of units ($/MW)

CG DE
i;t offered cost of down-deployed reserve of units

($/MW h)
CG UC
i;t offered capacity cost of up-reserve of units ($/MW)

CG UE
i;t offered cost of up-deployed reserve of units ($/MW h)

CPL DC
pl;t offered capacity cost of down-reserve of parking lots

($/MW)
CPL DE
pl;t offered cost of down-deployed reserve of parking lot

($/MW h)
CPL Eng
pl;t offered energy cost of parking lots ($/MW h)

CPL UC
pl;t offered capacity cost of up-reserve of parking lot

($/MW)
CPL UE
pl;t offered cost of up-deployed reserve of parking lots

($/MW h)
CWP spill
wf cost of wind power spillage ($/MW h)

capPEV
n;tarvn ;tdepn

capacity of PEV n that arrived at pl at tarv and de-
parted from pl at tdep (kW h)

CapPLpl;t aggregated battery capacity of parking lot (MW h)

Fmax
l maximum capacity of transmission line l (MW)

LCj;t consumed power by loads (MW)

MPCi minimum production cost ($)

MUTi=MDTi minimum up/down time of generation units (h)

NPEV
tarv ;tdep aggregated number of PEVs that arrived to pl at tarv

and departed from pl at tdep

NPL;max maximum car space capacity of the PL

NPL
pl;t aggregated number of PEVs in the parking lots

Pmin
i =Pmax

i minimum/maximum output of units (MW)

PW
wf ;w;t actual wind generation of wind farms (MW h)

PWP;max
wf ;t forecasted wind generation of wind farms (MW)

RUi=RDi ramp up/down of generation units (MW/h)

SCi start-up cost ($)

SOCmin
pl =SOCmax

pl minimum/maximum SOC level of parking lots

socPEVn initial SOC of PEV n at arrival time

socPEV
n;tarvn ;tdepn

SOC of PEV n that arrived to pl at tarv and departed
from pl at tdep

socPEV ;min=max
n truncation region for the initial SOC of PEV n

SOEPLpl;t aggregated state of energy of parking lot (MW h)

SURi=SDRi start-up/shutdown ramp limit of generation units
(MW/h)

tarv ;min
n =tarv ;max

n truncation region for the arrival time of PEVs

tdep;min
n =tdep;max

n truncation region for the departure time of PEVs

VOLLj;t value of lost load ($/MW h)
Xl reactance of line l
cch arg e charging rate of PEVs (kW/h)
cdisch arg e discharging rate of PEVs (kW/h)
gCh=gDeCh charge/discharge efficiency of parking lots
larv=dep=soc mean value of the random variables including arrival/

departure time and SOC of PEVs
qw probability of scenario w
r2
arv=dep=soc variance of the random variables including arrival/

departure time and SOC of PEVs
s spinning reserve market lead time (h)
wt contract of a PEV owner for desired SOC

Variables

F0l;t=Fl;t;w power flow through line l (MW)
LSj;w;t load shedding of load j (MW h)
Pi;t total scheduled power of units (MW)
Pe
i;t;m generation of segment m in linearized fuel cost curve

(MW)
PEn;G2PL
pl;t injected power of grid to pl (MW)

PEn;PL2G
pl;t injected power of pl to the grid (MW)

RPL DC
pl;t scheduled down-reserve capacity for pl (MW)

RPL UC
pl;t scheduled up-reserve capacity for pl (MW)

PWP;S
wf ;t scheduled wind power of wind farms (MW)

PWP spill
wf ;w;t wind power spillage of wind farms (MW h)

rG dn
i;t;w real-time deployed down-reserve of units (MW)

rG up
i;t;w real-time deployed up-reserve of units (MW)

rPL dn
pl;w;t real-time deployed down-reserve of pl (MW)

rPL up
pl;w;t real-time deployed up-reserve of pl (MW)

RG DC
i;t scheduled down-reserve capacity of units (MW)

RG UC
i;t scheduled up-reserve capacity of units (MW)

SOEPLpl;w;t state of energy of pl (MW h)

SUCi;t start-up cost of generation units ($)
Ui;t binary status indicator of generation units
UPL2G

pl;t =UG2PL
pl;t binary status indicator of PL2G/G2PL operation mode

of pl
d0b;t=db;t;w voltage angle at bus b (rad)
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(PLs) worldwide up to 10,000 spaces. If some part of these PLs
designated for PEVs, they would be large enough to participate
directly in the electricity markets, without any need to load service
entities or aggregators. For instance, it is planned that about 62% of
the entire U.S. vehicle fleet would be PEVs by 2050 [7]. If this
happens, it would impose a great load on the power system that
may jeopardize the power system operation [8].

In such situation, coordinated scheduling of PLs in both opera-
tion modes consist of PL-to-grid (PL2G), i.e. injecting the power
from the PL back to the grid, and grid-to-PL (G2PL), i.e. drawing
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the power from the grid by the PL, is a challenging issue from the
independent system operator’s (ISO) viewpoint in the electricity
market. Of course, interactive incorporation of the PLs is an oppor-
tunity and an appropriate tool that briefly can bring three major
advantages as described below:

� First, coordinated scheduling of PLs enables secure and eco-
nomic participation of PLs in electricity markets so that satisfies
both the power grid and PEV owners’ requirements as well.

� Second, the PLs can provide flexible energy and reserve services
in electricity markets to support variable wind power
integration.

� Third, appropriate scheduling of PLs can diminish the need for
construction of new bulk energy storage facilities and bring
long-term benefits.

It is noteworthy that in power grids with significant penetration
of wind power, on one hand, the system operators deal with the
variability of wind generation, and on the other hand, the PLs cre-
ate complicated uncertainties as a result of unpredictable PEV
owner’s behavior. Therefore, the incorporation of PLs as a flexible
alternative in energy and reserve markets with application to wind
integration is one of the most important problems that have gained
interests to the researchers in the recent years.

1.2. Aims and contributions

This paper presents a two-stage stochastic network-constrained
unit commitment (UC) formulation with the aim of providing addi-
tional flexibility to support wind integration considering the capa-
bility of conventional supply-side power plants as well as PLs. In
this context, the uncertainty related to both wind power genera-
tion and PEV owners behavior consist of arrival and departure
times, initial state of charge (SOC), and battery capacity of the PEVs
have been considered using a set of plausible scenarios. In addition,
several sensitivity analyses are conducted in order to investigate
different factors which may affect the interaction of PLs in wind-
thermal generation scheduling. Based on the mentioned expres-
sions, the main contributions of the paper can be summarized as
below:

� Developing a flexible interactive framework for the PLs to sup-
port wind power integration from ISO perspective.

� Modeling the participation of PL as an emerging market player
in energy and reserve markets in order to provide flexible
services.

� Modeling the uncertain behavior of each single PEV owner in
the network-constrained UC problem.

1.3. Paper organization

The rest of the paper is organized as follow. The literature
survey and related works are represented in Section 2. Section 3
pertains to the stochastic model of PL behavior. The two-stage
stochastic programming framework is described in Section 4.
Numerical studies and model analysis are conducted in Section 5
and finally, Section 6 is assigned to the conclusion.
2. Literature survey and related works

Bidirectional interaction capability of PEVs introduces a new
flexible resource into today’s conventional power systems. How-
ever, there are a few technical and market barriers that should
be considered. Firstly, the existing market rules do not permit
the PEVs to participate in market individually. Secondly, the
market participation of PEVs is a challenging problem since it is
difficult to predict the PEV owners driving patterns accurately
[9]. Thirdly, recent researches reveal that a mass, uncontrolled
charging of PEVs may lead to energy shortages, voltage deviations,
transformer overloading and increment of energy losses in
distribution networks [10].

Coordinated charging and fleet participation in the markets
could be fulfilled by intermediary agents between PEV owners
and ISOs such as PEV aggregators and PLs. Both PEV aggregators
and PLs are profit-based entities that participate in the electricity
markets on behalf of PEV owners trying to minimize their charging
costs and maximize their own profits as well [11]. An optimal bid-
ding strategy of PEV aggregators in the market has been addressed
in [12,13]. Furthermore, optimal PLs participation in the electricity
market has been investigated in [14]. However, the goal of this
paper is to investigate coordinated PLs operation on reducing wind
curtailment due to flexible energy and reserve services. In [15], the
economic and technical aspects of PEVs in a different type of elec-
tricity market has been investigated considering the interaction of
PEVs with some renewable energy sources as well as demand
response programs. The large-scale PLs are incorporated to gener-
ation scheduling problem using a deterministic model without
considering any uncertainty in [16]. This study did not consider
the transmission network constraints. The impact of integrating
PEV fleets as mobile distributed load and storage facilities is eval-
uated in the stochastic security-constrained unit commitment
problem considering volatile wind power in [17]. The mentioned
study has categorized the PEVs into different predefined fleets
according to their driving characteristics in order to compromise
the PEV owner’s behavior model accuracy.

In [18], the vehicle-to-grid (V2G), i.e. injecting the power from
the vehicle back to the grid, capability of PEVs for providing regu-
lation services is investigated in the Western Danish power system
based on the deterministic modeling of wind power. In addition,
the driving pattern and availability of individual PEVs are
neglected for battery aggregation. The coordinated energy dispatch
of PEVs to support power grids with high penetration of renewable
energies have been addressed in microgrid context in [19,20].
However, like previously mentioned studies, the authors in
[19,20] have presumed same specifications such as the SOC and
the battery capacity for PEVs.

In order to model the uncertainty of PEVs, a stochastic model is
employed in [21] to provide the scenarios of the number, SOCs, and
battery capacities of the PEVs in each hour. In [21], the total
capacity and SOC of PL are obtained from aggregated daily driven
patterns of PEVs [22], disregarding the uncertainty of each PEV
owner’s behavior. In particular, Ref. [21] assumes an average of
4.2 trips per day (based on [22]) that yields an average daily travel
distance of 39.5 miles for each EV. However, the behavior of each
single PEV owner, arrival time and departure time are not
considered in [21].

In [23], a cooperation model of PEVs and wind generation is
proposed within security-constrained unit commitment which
pays more attentions to the model and constraints of PEV
aggregators considering user trips. However, there are certain
deficits in [23] such as the objective function is modeled using a
simplified deterministic approach and the PEV aggregators have
been not allowed to participate in reserve market.

Other studies related to the PLs modeling, looked at the
problem from different stakeholders points of view. For instance,
different mathematical optimization models are presented in
[24,25] for minimizing total cost of energy from PEV owner’s
perspective. In [24], the PL pattern is considered to be fixed while
the randomness behavior of PEV owners is modeled using statisti-
cal data in [25]. The problem is also investigated from the PLs’
investor and distribution system operator viewpoint in [26,21],
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respectively. In [26], a multi-objective heuristic model has been
developed to find the optimal location of PL. Authors in [21] also
presented a comprehensive model to find the optimal siting and
sizing of PLs for minimizing a set of cost terms including installa-
tion, loss, voltage deviation and network reliability costs.
3. Stochastic model of PEV PLs behavior

The PLs can participate in energy and reserve markets on behalf
of multiple PEVs available at the PL in both schedules of V2G and
grid-to-vehicle (G2V), i.e. drawing the power from the grid by
the PEV. This will allow system operators to take the advantages
of flexible supply/demand resources.

In order to develop a detailed model of PLs behavior, it is
essential to consider the randomness of each PEV owner including
arrival/departure time of PEVs to/from the PL, initial SOC of the
PEVs at arrival, and battery capacity of the PEVs. In order to model
the uncertainties of PEVs’ behavior, truncated Gaussian distribu-
tion is widely employed for arrival and departure times and the
SOC at arrival [27,28]. In other words, three random numbers
based on the truncated Gaussian distribution are generated for
each PEV including arrival/departure time of PEV to/from the PL
as well as initial SOC of the PEV at arrival time. The generation of
random numbers will continue until the completion of car spaces
in the PL. In fact, the random numbers generation will be termi-
nated according to the PL car space limitation. The aforementioned
procedure should be repeated to generate each scenario.

To generate the scenarios of PEVs, the behavior of each PEV is
modeled by using (1)–(4) [14]. Eq. (1) is used to generate the
(a) Initial SOC of PEVs 

(b) Arrival time  

(c) Departure time 

Fig. 1. Truncated Gaussian distribution parameters of PEVs.
scenarios of the arrival time of each PEV considering truncated
Gaussian distribution with the mean value larv , the standard
deviation rarv , the lower bound equals the minimum arrival time
tarv ;min
n and the upper bound equals the maximum arrival time
tarv ;max
n . Eq. (2) guarantees that the generated scenarios are reason-
able. Therefore, the lower bound of the departure time of each PEV
is Max tdep;min

n ; tarvn

� �
. On this basis, the truncation region to generate

the scenarios of departure time is considered as presented in (3).
Also, the SOC of each PEV at arrival time is formulated in (4). The
PEVs probability distributions, shown in Fig. 1, have been extracted
directly from [14].

tarvn ¼ f TG x;larv ;r
2
arv ; tarv;min

n ; tarv;max
n

� �� � 8n ð1Þ

tarvn 6 tdepn 8n ð2Þ

tdepn ¼ f TG x;ldep;r
2
dep; Max tdep;min

n ; tarvn

� �
; tdep;max

n

� �� �
8n ð3Þ

socPEVn ¼ f TG x;lsoc;r
2
soc; socPEV ;min

n ; socPEV ;max
n

� �� � 8n ð4Þ
As a result, the SOC of each PEV that arrived to the PL at hour

tarvn and departed from the PL at hour tdepn without considering
the energy interactions in the PL can be formulated as (5). Also,
the aggregated number of PEVs that arrived to the PL at hour tarv

and departed from the PL at tdep can be counted according to the
each PEV arrival and departure time expressed in (6).

socPEV
n;tarvn ;tdepn

¼ socPEVn tarvn 6 t 6 tdepn

0 Otherwise

(
8n ð5Þ

NPEV
tarv ;tdep ¼

X
n

PEVn;tarvn ;tdepn
tarvn 6 t 6 tdepn ð6Þ

Based on the above formulations, the number of arrived PEVs to

the PL,Narv
pl;t , the number of departed PEV from the PL, Ndep

pl;t , and the

available number of PEVs in the PL at hour t, NPL
pl;t , are given

by (7)–(9), respectively. Moreover, Eq. (10) ensures that the
number of parked PEVs not to be greater than the number of car
spaces in the PL [14].

Narv
pl;t ¼

X
t2tdep

NPEV
tarv ;tdep 8pl; t ð7Þ

Ndep
pl;t ¼

X
t2tarv

NPEV
tarv ;tdep 8pl; t ð8Þ

NPL
pl;t ¼ NPL

pl;t�1 þ Narv
pl;t � Ndep

pl;t 8pl; t ð9Þ

NPL
pl;t 6 NPL;max 8pl; t ð10Þ
The capacity of each PEV depends on the PEV battery class. In

[29], twenty-four battery classes have been reported for different
types of PEVs. In order to model the uncertainty related to the bat-
tery capacity of PEVs available in the PL, the probability distribution
of the capacities in each PEV class are presumed same as [29]. As a
result, the total capacity of the PL is also affected as a consequence
of PEVs arrival/departure as represented in (11)–(13).

Caparv
pl;t ¼

X
n

X
t2tdepn

capPEV
n;tarvn ;tdepn

8pl; t ð11Þ

Capdep
pl;t ¼

X
n

X
t2tarvn

capPEV
n;tarvn ;tdepn

8pl; t ð12Þ

CapPL
pl;t ¼ CapPL

pl;t�1 þ Caparv
pl;t � Capdep

pl;t 8pl; t ð13Þ
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The aggregated amount of stored energy that is added to the PL
and also subtracted from the PL only as a result of new PEVs arrival
or departure is considered through (14) and (15), respectively.
Also, the accessible energy amount of the PL due to PEVs
arrival/departure at each hour can be calculated by (16).

SOEarv
pl;t ¼

X
n

X
t2tdepn

socPEV
n;tarvn ;tdepn

capPEV
n;tarvn ;tdepn

8pl; t ð14Þ

SOEdep
pl;t ¼

X
n

X
t2tarvn

socPEV
n;tarvn ;tdepn

capPEV
n;tarvn ;tdepn

8pl; t ð15Þ

SOEPL
pl;t ¼ SOEPL

pl;t�1 þ SOEarv
pl;t � SOEdep

pl;t 8pl; t ð16Þ
In the proposed two-stage stochastic programming model, the

behavior of PEV owners and consequently PLs is considered as a
stochastic input parameter. The first-stage of the problem
(i.e., here-and-now) which is related to the market exchanges is
performed based on the expected PEV owner’s behavior. The PL
constraints associated with this stage are formulated through
(17)–(19) [21].

PEn;PL2G
pl;t þ RPL UC

pl;t 6 cdischargeNPL
pl;tU

PL2G
pl;t 8pl; t ð17Þ

PEn;G2PL
pl;t þ RPL DC

pl;t 6 cchargeNPL
pl;tU

G2PL
pl;t 8pl; t ð18Þ

UG2PL
pl;t þ UPL2G

pl;t 6 1 8pl; t ð19Þ
The maximum amounts of tradable power between the PL and

the grid as the energy and capacity reserve services are formulated
in (17) and (18). As it can be seen, the total power that a PL can
inject to the grid and vice versa depends on charging and discharg-
ing rates which are related to the parking infrastructures and total
numbers of available PEVs in the PL. Moreover, the constraint (19)
ensures the flow of power is in one direction (i.e., either PL2G or
G2PL) at each time period. The second-stage of the model
(i.e.,wait-and-see) pertains to scenario realizations. In fact, the con-
straints (20)–(26) should be satisfied for each occurred scenario.

0 6 rPL up
pl;w;t 6 RPL UC

pl;t 8pl;w; t ð20Þ

0 6 rPL dn
pl;w;t 6 RPL DC

pl;t 8pl;w; t ð21Þ

PEn;PL2G
pl;t þ rPL up

pl;w;t 6 cdisch arg eNPL
pl;w;t 8pl;w; t ð22Þ

PEn;G2PL
pl;t þ rPL dn

pl;w;t 6 cch arg eNPL
pl;w;t 8pl;w; t ð23Þ

SOEPL
pl;w;t ¼ SOEPL

pl;w;t�1 þ SOEarv
pl;w;t � SOEdep

pl;w;t þ gCh PEn;G2PL
pl;t þ rPL dn

pl;w;t

� �
� PEn;PL2G

pl;t þ rPL up
pl;w;t

� �.
gDeCh 8pl;w; t ð24Þ

PEn;PL2G
pl;t þ rPL up

pl;w;t 6 wtSOE
PL
pl;w;t 8pl;w; t ð25Þ

SOCmin
pl CapPL

pl;w;t 6 SOEPL
pl;w;t 6 SOCmax

pl CapPL
pl;w;t 8pl;w; t ð26Þ

The relationship between the first and the second-stage reserve
variables is specified in (20) and (21). The amounts of the deployed
up and down spinning reserves should be less than the scheduled
reserve capacities as shown in (20) and (21). Eqs. (22) and (23) are
similar to (17) and (18) due to the fact that the total exchanged
power between the grid and PL depends on the available number
of PEVs in the PL in each scenario. In addition, the total state of
energy of PL at each hour can be calculated according to the PL’s
remaining energy from previous hour, the state of energy of arrived
and departed PEVs, and amounts of interacted power with the grid
in energy and reserve markets as given in (24) [21]. The total
amounts of injected power to the grid must be less than the
required SOC of the PL due to its contract with PEV owners at
the departure time as represented in (25) [21]. Moreover,
constraint (26) restricts the maximum and minimum values of
state of energy of the PL as a function of the PL capacity. It is
notable that the fix coefficients in (26) are utilized because of the
batteries lifetime consideration of PEVs.

The constraints (7)–(16) should be reconsidered for each sce-
nario realization in order to calculate the available PEV numbers,
the PL state of energy, and the aggregated capacity of the PL in each
time period. The developed model for PL is a modified model of
[21], where the behavior of each PEV owner is incorporated into
the PL model as well. The PEV parameters have been modeled in
[21] using a scaling mechanism based on the number of the
stations that are installed in the PL. In addition, the reported
stochastic model in [21] is not two-stage; hence, participation in
real-time session is not considered. Therefore, the proposed model
of the current paper seems more realistic and applicable.
4. Model structure and formulation

The advent of new uncertain resources in both supply-side and
demand-side converts the UC problem to one of the most critical
tasks in power system operation. There are a number of approaches
to model the UC problem in the face of realization of uncertainty
which are different in their representation of the uncertainty.
Stochastic UC approaches consider the uncertainty using a set of
plausible scenarios and their probabilities to minimize the opera-
tion cost. In this paper, to model the effect of the stochastic wind
generation as well as the stochastic behavior of PEV owners in the
PL, a two-stage stochastic network-constrained market clearing is
proposed from ISO viewpoint. The proposed two-stage framework
is justified by the fact that electricity markets are cleared generally
well in advance of the realization of uncertain parameters. The sche-
matic of the proposed model is illustrated in Fig. 2. The first-stage
deals with energy and reserve capacity market clearing on the day
prior to energy delivery. In this stage, market clearing is carried
out according to the forecasted wind power and the expected
number, SOC, and capacity of the PL. The second-stage is associated
with the actual operation of the power system including plausible
realizations of the uncertain decision-making parameters. In this
stage, the system operator re-dispatches conventional units and
PLs in order to ensure the power balance in the real-time operation.
The objective to beminimized is the expected systemoperation cost
from ISO viewpoint as given in (27).

MinimizeXNT
t¼1

XNG
i¼1

SUCi;t þMPCiUi;t þ
XNM
m¼1

Pe
i;t;mC

G Eng
i;t;m

� � !

þ
XNT
t¼1

XNG
i¼1

CG UC
i;t RG UC

i;t þCG DC
i;t RG DC

i;t

þ
XNT
t¼1

XNPL
pl¼1

CPL Eng
pl;t PEn;PL2G

pl;t þCPL UC
pl;t RPL UC

pl;t þCPL DC
pl;t RPL DC

pl;t

þ
XNT
t¼1

XNW
w¼1

qw

XNG
i¼1

CG UE
i;t rG up

i;t;w �CG DE
i;t rG dn

i;t;w

 
þ
XNPL
pl¼1

CPL UE
pl;t rPL up

pl;t;w�CPL DE
pl;t rPL dn

pl;t;w

þ
XNJ
j¼1

VOLLj;tLSj;w;tþ
XNWF

wf¼1

CWP spill
wf PWP spill

wf ;w;t

!

ð27Þ

where NT and NG are total number of running hours and number of
generators, respectively. NPL and NW denote the total number of
PLs and number of scenarios, respectively. NM is also the number
of segments of linearized fuel cost of generation units.
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The first line in the objective function is associated with
start-up cost, minimum production cost, and the energy offer cost
of generation units, respectively. In the second line, the offer cost of
up/down spinning reserves’ capacity from generation units is
considered. The offer cost for energy, up/down spinning reserves’
capacity from the PL is represented in line 3. The second part of
the objective function delivers the scenario dependent terms. The
costs related to the expected deployed up/down spinning reserves
by generation units and the PL are formulated in the fourth and
fifth lines, respectively. Finally, the cost of the involuntary load
shedding and wind spillage is stated in the last line. The objective
function should be minimized considering (17)–(26) and the
constraints described below.

4.1. Day-ahead constraints

Constraint (28) ensures the power balance at each bus in the
day-ahead market. In order to model the transmission network
with linear constraints, DC power flow is employed in (29). More-
over, the transmission flow limits are modeled in (30). Wind power
scheduled in the day-ahead market is limited by the forecasted
wind generation in (31). Energy and capacity scheduled constraints
of conventional units are considered through (32)–(36). Block
energy output of conventional units and its limit are defined in
(32). Constraints (33) and (34) limit the energy and reserve capac-
ity scheduled for conventional units. The spinning reserve market
lead time is also considered through (35) and (36). The start-up
constraint is also considered in (37). Inequalities (38) and (39) deal
with minimum up and down time constraints of generation units,
respectively.X
i2Gb

Pit þ
X
pl2PLb

PEn;PL2G
pl;t �PEn;G2PL

pl;t

� �
þ
X

wf2WFb

PWP;S
wf ;t �

X
j2Jb

LCj;t ¼
X
l2Lb

F0
l;t 8b;t

ð28Þ

F0
l;t ¼ d0b;t � d0b0 ;t

� �
=Xl 8l; t ð29Þ

�Fmax
l 6 F0

l;t 6 Fmax
l 8l; t ð30Þ
0 6 PWP;S
wf ;t 6 PWP;max

wf ;t 8wf ; t ð31Þ

Pi;t ¼
XNM
m¼1

Pe
i;t;m; 0 6 Pe

i;t;m 6 Pmax
i;m 8i; t ð32Þ

Pi;t þ RG UC
i;t 6 Pmax

i 8i; t ð33Þ

Pi;t � RG DC
i;t P 0 8i; t ð34Þ

0 6 RG UC
i;t 6 RUis 8i; t ð35Þ

0 6 RG DC
i;t 6 RDis 8i; t ð36Þ

SUCi;t P SCiðUi;t � Ui;t�1Þ 8i; t ð37Þ

XtþMUTi

t0¼tþ2

ð1� Ui;t0 Þ þMUTiðUi;t � Ui;t�1Þ 6 MUTi 8i; t ð38Þ

XtþMDTi

t0¼tþ2

Ui;t0 þMDTiðUi;t�1 � Ui;tÞ 6 MDTi 8i; t ð39Þ
4.2. Real-time constraints

The second-stage constraints must be fulfilled for each scenario
realization. The power balance constraint for each scenario is met
as formulated in (40). In (40), the adjustments resulting from both
the PL and wind generation is considered. Constraints (41) and (42)
are similar to (29) and (30) which must be reconsidered for each
scenario. The deployed up and down spinning reserves in each
scenario cannot exceed the scheduled reserve capacities previously
established by the market clearing (43) and (44). Constraint (45)
represents the net output power of conventional generators in
real-time and Eq. (46) is associated with its technical limits. Ramp
up and down limits are satisfied by (47) and (48). The restriction of
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Fig. 3. Wind power scenarios at different wind farms.
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wind power spillage and involuntary load shedding are formulated
through (49) and (50), respectively.X
i2Gb

rG up
i;w;t � rG dn

i;w;t

� �
þ
X
pl2PLb

rPL up
pl;w;t � rPL dn

pl;w;t

� �

þ
X

wf2WFb

PW
wf ;w;t � PWP;S

wf ;t � PWP spill
wf ;w;t

� �
þ
X
j2Jb

LSj;w;t

¼
X
l2Lb

Fl;w;t � F0
l;t 8b;w; t ð40Þ

Fl;w;t ¼ ðdb;w;t � db0 ;w;tÞ=Xl 8l;w; t ð41Þ

�Fmax
l 6 Fl;w;t 6 Fmax

l 8l;w; t ð42Þ

0 6 rG up
i;w;t 6 RG UC

i;t 8i;w; t ð43Þ
Table 1
Generation units cost parameters.

Generation unit no.

i1-i5 i6-i9 i10-i13 i14

SCi ($) 87.4 15 715.2 57
MPCi ($) 5.25 5 7.5 8.5

CG Eng
i;t;1 ($/MW h) 23.41 29.58 11.46 18

CG Eng
i;t;2 ($/MW h) 23.78 30.42 11.96 20

CG Eng
i;t;3 ($/MW h) 26.84 42.82 13.89 21

CG Eng
i;t;4 ($/MW h) 30.4 43.28 15.97 22

CG UC
i;t ($/MW) 10.44 14.61 5.33 8.3

CG DC
i;t ($/MW) 10.44 14.61 5.33 8.3

CG UE
i;t ($/MW h) 26.11 36.53 13.32 20

CG DE
i;t ($/MW h) 26.11 36.53 13.32 20
0 6 rG dn
i;w;t 6 RG DC

i;t 8i;w; t ð44Þ

Pi;w;t ¼ Pi;t þ rG up
i;w;t � rG dn

i;w;t 8i;w; t ð45Þ

Pmin
i Ui;t 6 Pi;w;t 6 Pmax

i Ui;t 8i;w; t ð46Þ

Pi;w;t � Pi;w;t�1 6 RUiUit þ SURið1� Ui;t�1Þ 8i;w; t ð47Þ

Pi;w;t�1 � Pi;w;t 6 RDiUi;t�1 þ SDRið1� Ui;tÞ 8i;w; t ð48Þ

0 6 PWP spill
wf ;w;t 6 PW

wf ;w;t 8wf ;w; t ð49Þ

0 6 LSj;w;t 6 LCj;t 8j;w; t ð50Þ
5. Numerical studies

5.1. Input data description and specification

The modified 24-bus IEEE reliability test system (IEEE RTS) is
used to indicate the potential benefits of the proposed model
including PLs in co-optimized energy and reserve markets [30].
Various references, including [23], have previously used the same
network for studying the operation of power system in the
presence of the PEVs. In this respect, it is assumed that six hydro
units, which were on Bus 22, are excluded and two 400 MW wind
farms (nearly 20% of total install generation capacity) are replaced
in Buses 2 and 22. The wind speed scenarios are generated using
the autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA) model
[31–33]. Once the wind speed scenarios are generated, they are
transformed into power scenarios through the power curve
associated with the Vestas 3 MW turbine model according to
(51). In (51), PW is the produced power corresponding to a specific
wind speed, WS. Moreover, A, B and C are constants that can be
computed in accordance with [34]. Also, Vci, Vco, and Vr represent
cut in, cut out and rated speeds of wind turbine, respectively. Then,
under the assumption that the characteristics of the wind are the
same all over the plant at each instant, scenarios representing
the power output of the wind farm can be obtained by just
aggregating the production of each available turbine in the wind
farm [31]. On this basis, ten scenarios are generated for each wind
farm production as it can be seen in Fig. 3. The wind speed data
pertained to South East and North of South Australia [35]. Also, it
is assumed that the wind farms place their offer price at zero. Note
that this is the case in which wind power is treated in most energy
systems throughout the world [36].
-i16 i17-i20 i21-i23 i24 i25-i26

5 312 1018.9 2298 0
6.25 15 20 0

.6 9.92 19.2 10.08 5.31

.03 10.25 20.32 10.66 5.38

.97 10.68 21.22 11.09 5.53

.72 11.26 22.13 11.72 5.66

3 4.21 8.29 4.35 2.19

3 4.21 8.29 4.35 2.19

.76 10.53 20.72 10.89 5.47

.76 10.53 20.72 10.89 5.47
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PW ¼
0 0 6 WS 6 Vci orWS P Vco

PrðAþ B�WSþ C �WS2Þ Vci 6 WS 6 Vr

Pr Vr 6 WS 6 Vco

8><
>:

ð51Þ
The required data related to the network elements are extracted

from [30]. The offered cost for energy, reserve capacity and the
deployed reserve of generation units are given in Table 1 [37].
Moreover, the hourly load corresponds to a weekend day in winter
as given in [30] while the peak of the day is assumed 2850 MW.
The spinning reserve market lead time is assumed to be 10 min
[38]. In addition, the value of lost load is presumed to be $200
and the cost of wind spillage is 40 $/MW h.

A PL with 5000 parking stations has been considered on Bus 2 in
IEEE 24-bus RTS. The uncertainty in the behavior of PEV owners is
modeled through a set of scenarios. On this basis, ten scenarios
have been generated for the number of PEVs in the PL, SOC of
the arrived PEVs to the PL, and the capacity of available PEVs in
the PL as mentioned in details in Section 3. For instance, the gener-
ated scenarios related to the number of PEVs in the PL are depicted
in Fig. 4. Note that, since the battery capacity depends on each PEV
type, different battery classes based on the existing types in the
market have been considered for PEV batteries as represented in
Fig. 5 [39].

The rest assumptions for the PL parameters are represented in
Table 2. The energy offer of the PL is considered approximately
at the rate of average market clearing price before incorporating
PL to the model as it can be seen in Table 1. For simplicity, the
up/down reserve capacity offers of the PL are 40% of its energy
offers and the cost of deployed up/down reserve for the PL is
assumed to equal to its energy offer. The aforementioned
assumptions related to capacity and deployed reserve offer prices
are reasonable due to a wide range of previous studies such as
[38]. Other technical input data for the PL are extracted from [40].
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Fig. 5. Probability distribution of PEV battery classes [40].
The model is implemented in GAMS as a Mixed Integer Linear
Program (MILP) and is solved using CPLEX 12.5.0 solver [41].

5.2. Results and discussions

In the following different sensitivity analyses are presented:

5.2.1. Effects of PEV PL’s price offers on PL interaction in electricity
market

The PL offers for providing energy and reserve and also other
conventional generation units’ offers are the main factors that
can affect the interaction of PL in electricity markets. The impact
of PL offered costs in three cases are investigated on the interaction
of PL in energy and reserve markets as it can be seen in Fig. 6. It can
be observed that, ISO is preferred to use the potential flexibility of
the PL in reserve markets in comparison with energy approxi-
mately in all cases. Moreover, the results also reveal that ISO
schedules the PL for providing a down-spinning reserve in initial
hours of the day (for instance during 5–10) due to the fact that
the wind farms have significant power generation in these hours.
Therefore, the ISO prefers to decrease the share of other units
through the down-spinning reserve in order to integrate maximum
amounts of available wind power to the grid.

From another perspective, it is observed that by increasing the
offered costs of PL, the scheduled amount of PL in up-spinning
reserve reduces, whereas the scheduled amount of PL in
down-spinning reserve increases. For instance, the total scheduled
up-reserve of PL reduces from 38.4 MW h to 19.9 MW h when the
offered cost of PL vary from 50% to 150% of those on Table 2. In
addition, the total scheduled down-reserve of the PL increases
from 84.3 MW h to 93.2 MW h. As shown in Fig. 6(c), an increase
in PL offered cost causes the PL to participate more in the energy
market in comparison with the reserve-up provision. For instance,
the total interaction of PL in the energy market is enhanced from
29.9 MW h to 55.5 MW h as a result of increasing PL offered costs
from 50% to 150%.

Furthermore by comparing Fig. 6(a) and (b), it can be observed
that when the PEV tariff is 100% and 150%, the PL will charge the
PEVs through taking part in the reserve down market in hours 7
and 9. While if the PEV tariff is low (i.e., 50%) the ISO employs
the PL to supply the reserve up requirement by discharging the
PEVs in those hours. Consequently, the PL will charge the PEVs
more in hours 8 and 10 to compensate the discharged amounts
in hours 7 and 9.

5.2.2. Effects of conventional unit’s price offers on PL interaction in
electricity market

Table 3 reports the impacts of offered costs of conventional gen-
eration units on PL interactions, wind spillage, and total operation
cost. In Table 3, the offered costs of generation units for providing
energy and reserve are multiplied by fuel cost factors i.e., 80%,
100%, and 120%.

When the fuel cost factor is 80%, a day-ahead schedule is
obtained with the operation cost of $441,751 and wind spillage
of 49 MW h. By increasing the fuel cost factor from 80% to 120%,
the operation cost and wind spillage are increased by 49.6% and
67.3%, respectively. In addition, the down deployed reserve of the
PL which is related to PL charging is reduced as a result of the
increase in fuel cost factor. In other words, the charging of
available PEV in the PL is reduced to its minimum level based on
the PEVs contracts due to the fact that injected power to PL from
grid impose significant costs to ISO. Therefore, as a result of both
inadequate charging and the required constraints of PEV owners
that should be satisfied, the amount of injected power of PL back
to the grid has been decreased. It is noteworthy that in this situa-
tion, ISO prefers to use the potential of PL in up-reserve provision
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Table 2
The technical and economic input data for the PEV PL.

ccharge cdischarge gCh=gDeCh wt CPL Eng
pl;t CPL UC

pl;t CPL DC
pl;t SOCmin

pl
SOCmax

pl

(kW) (kW) (%) (%) ($/MW h) ($MW) ($/MW) (%) (%)

11 11 90 40 12 4.8 4.8 30 90
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Fig. 6. PL offered costs effects on PL interaction in energy and reserve markets.

Table 3
Impact of fuel cost of conventional units on PL interaction.

Fuel cost
factor
(%)

Energy
PL2G
(MW)

Up Dep.
Res. PL
(MW)

Down Dep.
Res. PL
(MW)

Wind
spillage
(MW h)

Operation
cost
($)

80 60.7 25.4 106.3 49 441,751
100 47.5 26.4 91.3 60 551,416
120 41.5 29.5 87.7 82 660,954

Table 4
Impact of wind spillage cost on up/down reserve scheduling.

Spillage
cost
($/MW h)

Up Dep.
Res. PL
(MW h)

Down Dep.
Res. PL
(MW h)

Up Dep.
Res. Gen.
(MW h)

Down Dep.
Res. Gen.
(MW h)

Wind
spillage
(MW h)

20 26.4 95.2 2791 3523 229
40 26.4 91.3 3163 3748 60
60 37.9 81.7 3264 3816 35
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in comparison with energy. In this respect, although the energy
provision of PL is decreased by 31.6%, the scheduled up-reserve
of the PL is augmented by 16.1%.
5.2.3. Effects of wind spillage cost on reserve scheduling
One of the impressive parameters that can affect the wind

power integration is wind spillage cost. Table 4 lists the results
of scheduling reserve of PL as well as conventional units for three
different wind spillage costs. As it can be seen, increasing the spil-
lage cost motivates the ISO to schedule more amount of reserve in
order to mitigate the uncertainty of wind generation, and conse-
quently to reduce the amount of wind spillage that can impose
huge costs on the system operation. Also, the increase in wind spil-
lage cost affects the PL interaction in energy and reserve markets,
so that the participation of PL in the energy market is dropped by
44% and instead, the up deployed reserve of the PL is increased by
same amounts. This is due to the fact that, when the spillage cost is
low, ISO utilizes the PL flexibility for operation cost reduction pur-
poses particularly in peak hours (i.e., hour 17–18) in the energy
market. However, when the spillage cost is relatively high, ISO
schedules the PL exchange capacity in reserve market with the
aim of minimizing wind power spillage.
5.2.4. Effects of wind penetration level on reserve scheduling and wind
spillage

To investigate the impact of PL in different wind power penetra-
tion levels, the system scheduled reserves are obtained as given in
Table 5. As it can be seen, the interaction of PL in energy and
reserve markets can decrease the amount of wind spillage at differ-
ent penetration levels. Also, it is observed when the installed
capacity of wind farms reached to 1200 MW, the system cannot
use significant amounts of wind power due to lack of enough flex-
ible resources or economic objectives. On this basis, the total oper-
ation cost of the system for 800 MW installed wind capacity is
$551,416, whereas the total operation cost is increased to
$591,766 in the case of 1200 MW wind capacity. In addition, the
hourly wind power spillage in the presence of PL and when the
PL does not participate in the market has been compared in Fig. 7.

According to Fig. 7, the presence of PL causes that the wind spil-
lage value decreases in most of the hours. This decrease is more
highlighted in morning hours, i.e., between 5:00 and 11:00 when
the PEVs are mostly arriving at the PL and consequently some part
of wind generation can be consumed by charging the new arrived
PEVs.

The wind spillage in hours 14–16 is not related to the receiving
or injecting energy by PL because in hours 14 and 16 the PL is
receiving energy from the grid (see Fig. 6(b)) and at hour 15 the
PL is injecting to the grid (see Fig. 6(c)) but no changes in wind
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Table 5
Impact of wind penetration on up/down reserve scheduling with and without PL.

Wind capacity
(MW)

Up Dep. Res. PL
(MW h)

Down Dep. Res. PL
(MW h)

Up Dep. Res. Gen.
(MW h)

Down Dep. Res. Gen.
(MW h)

Wind spillage
(MW h)

Without
PL

400 0 0 1666 2109 0.05
800 0 0 3210 3876 69
1200 0 0 3252 4971 1601

With PL 400 48.2 80.1 1565 1972 0.05
800 26.4 91.3 3163 3748 60
1200 50.8 103.4 3247 4901 1554
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Fig. 7. Wind spillage with and without PL participation in the electricity market.
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spillage can be observed in these three hours with presence of PL.
In other words, the PL has no impact on the wind spillage in hours
14–16. The reason is that the amount of generation of the wind
farm on Bus 2 is curtailed due to the network constraints in hours
14–16. Hence, the available power of this wind farm cannot be
transferred to the other part of the network where enough demand
is provided by the PL.
5.2.5. Effects of PEV PL participation in energy and reserve markets on
system cost

In order to investigate the effectiveness of PL participation in
different markets, the system cost is provided in Table 6 for various
cases. As it can be seen, the participation of PL only in energy mar-
ket could not provide significant changes in ISO decisions. In this
way, the total cost of the system has been decreased just $175.
Moreover, the wind spillage cost is declined by 3.5% as a result of
additional flexibility in providing energy through PL.

However, the interaction of PL in the reserve market can bring
remarkable results from economic and technical viewpoints. From
an economic perspective, incorporating PL to reserve market
reduces the operation cost by more than $1174. The main reason
for this decline is the change in both energy and reserve scheduling
of conventional units. Furthermore, the PL interaction in reserve
market can mitigate the wind spillage more than 16.5% (i.e., nearly
13% more than when the PL just interacts in energy market). The
last row of Table 6 pertains to PL interaction in both energy and
reserve markets. In this case, it is observable that ISO prefers to
utilize most of the PL exchange capacity in the reserve market to
alleviate the spillage of wind generation. It is notable that the
expected costs for deploying reserves are negative due to the fact
Table 6
System cost ($).

Energy Gen. Energy PL Cap. Res. Gen.

Without PL 516,425 0 55,998
PL in energy market 516,206 222 56,012
PL in Reserve Market 514,216 0 54,783
PL in energy and reserve markets 513,986 570 54,454
that the down reserves account for negative cost in the objective
function. In other words, this is a cost which has been avoided.

5.2.6. Discussion and computational statistics
This paper exploited the potential of PLs in providing flexible

energy and reserve services to support wind power integration
whilst meeting the PEV owner requirements. To this end, an accu-
rate model is developed in order to consider the behavior of each
PEV owner by adopting close to reality assumptions in accordance
with actual PEV information. It should be pointed out that although
the size of PL is very negligible in comparison with the total
installed capacity of the grid and even wind farms, the coordinated
incorporation of PL in power system operation can bring benefits
both in terms of operation cost reduction and particularly wind
curtailment decrement. It has to be noted that the benefits are real-
ized while there are also several uncertainties and restrictions
regarding PEV energy requirements and driving patterns in the
scheduling of PEVs.

The paper also investigated the interactive incorporation of PL
in power system operation using relevant sensitivity analyses. A
key finding of the paper is that the PL capability to provide up
and down spinning reserve could further reduce wind curtailment
in comparison with the energy market. Another interesting result
is that a relatively lower wind spillage cost may motivate the ISO
to further dispatch of the PL in the energy market because of eco-
nomic purposes. However, by increasing wind spillage cost the
share of PL in the energy market is dropped by 44%. Additional sen-
sitivity analyses revealed that both conventional units’ offers and
PEV tariffs could also change the scheduling of PL in the energy
and reserve markets.

To sum up, it is clear that optimal scheduling of PL energy and
ancillary services provides significant benefits to the system oper-
ators. However, a number of technical challenges still outstanding
which need further research effort. The success in the practical
implementation of the proposed approach depends on several fac-
tors that must be considered as describe below:

� Multiple charging and discharging of PEVs may have negative
effects on the PEV battery lifetime and impose degradation cost
to PEVowners. Even thePEVowners are compensated for the cost
of degradation, they will have to deal with more frequently bat-
teries replacement that may be slightly troublesome or difficult.

� Deployment of PEVs into the grid require advanced communi-
cation, control and power measurement technologies so that
once a signal is received from the ISO, each PEV responses based
on its individual contracts with PL.
Cap. Res. PL Dep. Res. Gen. Dep. Res. PL Wind spillage Total

0 -22,542 0 2778 552,659
0 -22,638 0 2682 552,484
1178 -20,863 -148 2319 551,485
1109 -20,326 -778 2401 551,416
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Table 7
Optimization statistics for case studies.

Case study No. of single constraints No. of single variables No. of discrete variables No. of iterations Solution times (s)

Without PL 80,541 38,265 1872 55,944 22.2
With PL incorporation 92,246 48,612 1920 61,607 65.7
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� There is also the problem of protection at the point of
interconnection.

In order to indicate the applicability of the proposed model, the
computation time and other optimization statistics of the model
are reported in Table 7. To this end, the optimization statistics
are presented for two case studies. In one case, the model without
PL is investigated, while another case considers the incorporation
of PL in energy and reserve markets. A 64-bit Intel core i5 laptop
is employed as the platform with 4 GB DDR3 of RAM and 2.3 GHz
processors to accomplish aforementioned cases. According to
Table 7, although incorporation of the PL significantly increases
the computation time, the number of iterations only increases
about 9% that can be easily handled by ISOs’ workstations.

6. Conclusion

An important solution to challengesof the increasingpenetration
of intermittent wind generation is effective incorporation of PEVs
into the power system operation process to provide flexibility in
both energy and reserve. This paper presented a two-stage stochas-
tic market clearing model to facilitate large-scale wind integration
using the operational flexibility of PLs. The paper paid special atten-
tion to thePLmodel andconstraintsby taking intoaccountuncertain
PEVowner’s behavior suchas arrival/departure timeof PEVs to/from
the PL, the arrival SOC of PEVs, and their battery capacity.

It was observed that when the installed capacity of wind farms
is increased, the system cannot use significant amounts of wind
power due to lack of enough flexible resources. However, ISO can
utilize the PL flexibility for operation cost reduction particularly
in peak hours in the energy market. On the other hand, when ISO
wants to reduce the amount of wind spillage, it can schedule the
PL exchange capacity in reserve market. Generally, the interaction
of PL in energy and reserve markets can decrease the amounts of
wind spillage at different penetration levels.

The presence of PL causes that the wind spillage value decreases
in most of the hours especially in the morning when the wind
farms have considerable power generation and the PEVs are mostly
arriving at the PL and consequently some part of wind generation
can be consumed by charging the new arrived PEVs.

The participation of PL only in energy market could not provide
remarkable changes in the ISO decisions. However, the interaction
of PL in the reserve market can bring significant economic and
technical results. In other words, ISO prefers to use the potential
flexibility of the PL in reserve market in comparison with energy
approximately in all cases.

Therefore, briefly, this paper suggested that ISO uses the consid-
erable potential of PLs in reserve market to provide a remarkable
operational flexibility for integration of wind generation without
concerns about huge amounts of wind spillage.
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